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INFORMATION NOTES AND STUDIES ON 'l'HJi! EASTE.'Rl'J" ECONOMIES 

(49/74) 

!J.P}'Ne<?.t: The 28th Session of CMEA held in Sofia on 18 - 21 .Tune 19'74 
on the relations v.rith the Hest a'rld v1ith the Community, and 
the main decisions concerning the intra-CII1EA cooperation. 

L At the 28th Session of CME.A speeches have been made by the Secr-etary 

of the Organization, Mr. Faddejev, and ·by the Prime Ministers of all rilember 

countries attending the meeting. A Declaration on the 25th a.:nniversn;:ry of 

Cli1EA and a Final Cornmun:i.q"!J.e have been issued. 

E2J.:.<?:t.ions with the \<lestern countries and with the Communi_"Sz 

2. rn-lile no reference to these su1)jects iH found in the speeches of 
1*) 

the national delegations' Chairmen\· , intere~;ting :ceferences are con.to.inerl 

in Mr. Ic,ad.dejev' s address, in the Ileclaration mentioned abcve, and in the 

Final Comrmmique. 

(a) I.tr. Fadd.ejev 1 s quotation is: "The process of inter-national detente 

leads to the strengthening of the muhmlly advantageous eccnomic 

ties of the CHE:A member countries \vith the Host European and w:i.th 

other indu.strialized capitalist cow1tries. The socialist nations 

wish to develop long-ter·m, large-scalt~ eco;wmtc relations ,.,·ith 

these countries, on a non--discriminatory e.nd. OC['J.ali ty basise 11 

(b) The Declaration on the 25th anniversary of Cr.'ii~A states: "The drongtheD·· 

ing of CMEA does not lead to tho formation of a closed. oconomic group 

The CI>'JEA has at present relations, in dif:fe:rent vlays, ;r1ith 20 inter

na.t ional, inter--govern:cnent P.ncl ncn-gove:rrun".lnt orga.nizat ions, both 

economio and tecl:LYJio:;fW.-uc:l.entifi.c onen~ 'i1he socialist countries are 

.... 

( * )_ )!;xcept for some gene:cal hin·[;s in tho c~~e-.:.hosJ.ova.1dan .Premie-r, lilr. Stron£s·a1 ~ ~; 
speech .. 
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ready to increase the cooperation \vith all countries, irrespective 

of their political and social system, on the basis of equality, 

independence, mutual advantage and non-interference in the internal 

matters. The Session declares that detente makes it possible to carry 

out in practice an extensive and long-term cooperation with the 

developed capitalist countries, which is consistent with the objective 

requirements of international economic life and with the interests 

of all countries. A positive close to the Conference on Security 

and Cooperation in Europe would open up new possibilities for the 

development of such a cooperation between countries belonging to 

different social systems." 

(c) The Final Communique of the Session, after mentioning the cooperation 

agreement between CMEA. and Finland and describing it as "• •• ·an im

portant event in the development of international contacts", adds 

the following phrase: "Interest in contacts with CMEA, on the part 

of many other countries and international organizations, is increasing."_ 

3. The above quotations do not contain any direct references to the EEC, 

although it may reasonably be supposed that terms such as "Western European 

countries" or "international organizations" are indirectly hinting at the 

Community. It may be of a certain interest to compare the present terms with 

those used, in connection vrith the problem of CliiBA's international relationn, 

in the official texts at the time of the 27th (1973) and 26th (1972) Sessions 

of CI'W. It was then only a matter of "third countries". 

A connection is seen between the "positive" conclusion of the Geneva 

Conference and the further development of East-West cooperation, but H appE:ars 

that the former is not considered as an absolutely necessary condition 

of the latter. 

From the point of view of their contents, the above quo·tations are 

rather vague and general, and therefore the question may be asked vThether 

any concrete initiatives or steps are to be expected in the near future on 

the part of the CMFA. Looking at experience in the past we find that the two 

previous Sessions of Cl4EA have been followed by some initiatives (the nego

tiations with Finland on cooperation in 1972 and the preliminary contacts 

.f .. 6 ' 
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with the EEC in 1973), although in the official declarations the hints at 

relations with the West were much more vague and general than the present 

ones. 

Main decisions c,oncerni;gg the intra-CME.A cooper~ 

4. In the main, the decisions mentioned in the Final Communique cover 

both a closer plan coordination and a certain number of common undertakings 

in the fields of energy and raw material supply. None of such problems as 

international prices, foreign exchange ratios, currency convertibility and 

other monetary issues, seem to have been discussed. 

5. The ma:\.n decisions are: 

(a) to worl: out further the 5-year plan 1976-80 concerning the mu1 ti

lateral common projects at the scale of the C:MEA region; 

(b) to work out a long-term plan, up to the year 1990, concer-ning the 

cooper~tion in the field of electric energy and production ~1d 

distribution of other types of fuel; 

(c) to finance in common the exploitation of the earth-gas fields in 

Orenburg (\vest Siberia) and to build a pipeline from that site to 

the \·leGtern boundaries of the USSR. 'l1he pipeline will supply 15.5 
billion m3 per year to the Peoples' Democracies; 

(d) to build up a high-voltage (750 kV) electric line from Vinnitsa 

(Ukraine) to A1 bert ina (HungarJ) to assist the Hungarian economy. 

It seems that the project will be financed by Hungary and the USSR 

jointly; 

(e) to make joint investments in the Soviet Union in iron-ore mining; 

(f) to cooperate in the establishment of multilateral projects in the 

fields of pesticides, dye-stu.ffs, atomic energy for civil use, and 

in various engineering branches; 

(g) to establish a new international economic organization, "Inter

chimvolokno", for the cooperation in the field of textile artificial 

fibres; 
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(h) to apply a common C!/LEA standardization system (Romania has not yet 

joined this decision); 

(i) to make cha.11ges in the CMEA Charter and the Convention on Immunities 

and Privileges. 

6. Some conclusions may be drawn. from these decisions. First, the USSR 

is increasingly obliging the other partners to bear the investment costsfor 

the exploitation of Soviet energy and mineral resources, part of which will 

be supplied to these countries. When such factors as distance and the very 

long construction period of the projects are taken into consideration, it 

will be realized that the Peoples' Democracies are going to "freeze" huge 

financial funds in such undertakings. It should be added that the O\~ership 

of such plants, located in the Soviet Union, does not seem to be permitted 

to the investor cou.."'ltry or countries. Secondly, the scope of the intra-CMElt 

cooperation, a.l tho"Ltgh increasing from the point of view of quantity, appear's 

to be decreasing in respect of the fields being the subject of cooperation. 

Indeed, the intra.-CJ.SA cooperation seems to be dealing more and mere with 

energy, rau I!laterials and plan coordination p.;.~oblems, uhereas other problems, 

which \·Iere the object of much attention until recently, appear to be completely 

neglected at present. This concerns especially the monetary and currency 

relations, the :related fields of inter11ational intra-CNE.l!. pl'ices and costs 

relations and of intra-CKEA multilateral trade. In other words, the decisio:.1s 

of the Sofia Se~:sion seem to have further del£tyed the transformation of the 

C1.1EA into a flexible economic mechanism. 

7. The re<:,.son vzhy Romania has not joiner\ the establishment of a common 

CMEA standardization system is most probably the intention of this country 

to join, sooner or later, the \·lestern st:mdardization systems. It should be 

taken into consid.eration that Romania's trad.e with the ~lest is larger than 

that with the S~2te-trading countries. 

8. No details have been disclosed about the changes made to the CMF~ 

Charter. It might be interesting to knoT,. Hhetrwr they are in any way dealing 

with the competences of the CHEA (or of some CMEA organization) in the field 

of international relations. 
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Other information 

9· D11ring the period of the 28th Session also the Executive Committee 

and the Standing Commission for Plan Coordination have met. The former is 

usually attended by the Vice Premiers of the member countries, the latter 

by the Chairmen of the national Central Plrutning Commissions. 
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